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With a perfect blend of fun and franchise, Theme Hospital is a management sim, where players design and build their own hospital, caring for the sick and obtaining valuable VIP patients. Hold the record for most consecutive days unscheduled, while hiring staff and selecting equipment to build your dream hospital. Collect points to unlock new
hospitals and upgrades, but don't neglect the hospital's facilities; they allow players to earn points and upgrades throughout play. When sick patients enter the wards, they need to be treated with the appropriate equipment; every decision can affect the hospital's profit! Also included is the Hospital Staff Menu, a fully-featured replacement for the

standard inventory view, allowing players to select a wide range of equipment for the wards, as well as administration that increase the rate of VIP patient generation. These include the Fun Card Shop and Cryogenics.(CNN) Amish farmer Brian Hayes recently sold his crops to a neighbor, but he's not the only one in his community. His neighbor
doesn't have a farm and his town is usually all about self-sufficiency. But Hayes' community in Ohio isn't traditional. Hayes and his family are Quakers. They're pacifists and often live on farms or in small towns. Quakers aren't farmers, but they are hired by farmers to tend to their crops and do farm work. "It's quite a challenge to take the peace
part and fit it with our farming," Hayes said, "but it's the life of us." Hayes decided to sell his grains to his neighbor after a month of harvesting his alfalfa. He decided to buy the neighbor's brown rice and soybeans after a neighbor recently brought them over, and the two have been swapping seeds and water for their crops. While Hayes has a

much more developed community, his neighbor isn't as far from a small town. Hayes said he goes over once a week and talks to his neighbor whenever he's out looking for seeds. "It's actually kind of hard to explain," Hayes said. "It's an organic farmer who's working with neighbors just like us, because she doesn't want to cause a commotion in
the rural community." The neighbor also doesn't have any land of her own. Hayes said his neighbors are aware of their neighbor's situation and understand why she's working with them. Hayes said some farm work can be self-sustaining, but not all of it. Quakers don't have a
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